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INSIGHT 

Access your gensets from anywhere with DEIF Insight - a remote 
monitoring service that keeps an eye on your assets and provide 
you a complete overview of the operation. No matter how high 
the quality of your power equipment is, malfunctions can happen. 
Remote monitoring your assets enables you to react immediately 
and quickly bring things back on track.

Scan QR code to see 
Insight presentation video

Be present even when you’re not
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INSIGHT 
Monitoring just got a lot easier

PC, tablet, or smartphone – the choice is yours. Install 
Insight on various devices and approach your assets 
anywhere, anytime. 

Customise your dashboards so they display the most 
important parameters and make smarter data-
driven decisions. 

Your equipment is one of your most valuable 
business assets. Import your Insight data to your 
business management system and manage 
your even business better. 

Get the data
Checklist

Modbus TCP / Serial

Event based data logging

GPS and Cellular

3rd Party Devices
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Personalise 

Teams

Branding

User Roles

Add Indicator

Save

Visuals

Layout

Card Designer

Indicator

Indicator

Indicator

Report

CSV
PDF



Customisable dashboard
The intuitive icons and the customisable dashboard make Insight easy to 

use, and you can make the interface fit your exact needs.

Equipment and user management
Structure your equipment in groups and delegate access to your 
teams and customers. Group and structure your units and easily 

access the assets you want. 

Cloud data management
Insight provides secure event-based logging stored in the cloud 

enabling you to analyze data and optimise your business.

Early warning
Insight alerts you by email or SMS if a preset trigger is activated 
allowing you to take immediate action if a problem occurs.

GPS tracking
As gensets often are placed on remote locations, GPS tracking 
gives you peace of mind as you always know their current position.

Real-time genset data
Insight helps you anticipate and diagnose problems, so you avoid down-time 
and optimise operation efficiency. You have multiple options of monitoring 
genset parameters, e.g. battery load, fuel levels, oil pressure etc.



Godik Power is one of Denmark’s leading 
suppliers of rental power solutions. Many 
years of experience in the industry have 
made Godik Power a valuable sounding 
board in the development of Insight.

“We can save a lot of time now, because we can sit with our computers, tablet, or 
smartphones and see what’s happening. We can also see fuel level and such. And 

we can plan when and where we need to refill gensets. 

As soon as any sort of problem occurs on a unit, Insight gives us an alarm 
immediately, so we can get out to the exact genset that needs servicing. It is a 

fantastic tool, which I’m really looking forward to using from now on.”

Hans Mikkelsen (Godik Power)
on his experiences with using Insight at NorthSide, a Danish music festival.



DEIF A/S
Frisenborgvej 33, 7800 Skive, Denmark
Tel. +45 9614 9614

deif.com/insight

LEARN MORE AT DEIF.COM/INSIGHT
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